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Abstract
During this pandemic, remote laboratories are pivotal for the educational and the research community. COVID-19 has
made it impossible for students to gather together and perform experiments at closed proximity in a physical traditional
laboratory setting, causing a massive gap in students' learning experience. That is why, now more than ever, it is
crucial to understand the importance of remote laboratories. Over the years, new innovative remote laboratories
platforms have been developed to provide a more interactive online learning environment. Hence, new opportunities
to develop and implement new forms of experiments into a remote lab are being created, such as robotics-related
experiments. A rising form of implementation of such an experiment into remote and virtual labs is mobile robot
experiments. This increase of mobile robot experiments into online labs correlates, with the growth of mobile robots
being used across the nation by many, such as military, hospitals, office buildings, including major companies such
as Amazon and Wal-Mart. With the popularity growth of mobile robots used by leading companies, it is vital for
engineering students to have a complete hands-on experience when learning about mobile robots, primarily through
this pandemic. With the rapid growth of both, the use of mobile robots and improvements in remoted/virtual labs, it
is no surprise that more online laboratory platforms are being reconfigured or developed to support mobile robot
experiments. However, in most current implementations of remote laboratories for mobile robots, the tool, and control
method they provide are extremely limited by basic control rules, such as simple inputs of modifiable parameters
based on pre-programmed controlled algorithms which require minimal interaction. This limitation creates a gap in
the learning experience of the students, especially during a pandemic, because online learning is all students rely on.
This paper proposes the development of a new remotely programmable laboratory for mobile robots where students
can design, implement, and execute their own control algorithms for real mobile robots through the web browser
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without the need for other software plugins. The students will have access to a real code editor, real equipment to
control in real-time, not a simulation, and show real-time video transmission during execution. Three modules will be
created for a specific part of the programming process. AJAX will be the technology used by these modules, which
transfers data between the web application and web server, making it possible to execute the code. This application is
designed to provide students with interactive tools and a contextual learning scene, making this research of significant
relevance to online engineering education by providing students with direct programming experience on a remote
laboratory web application. Remote laboratories are necessary during COVID-19, but they will pave the way for
remote education in the future. It gives students and researchers the ability to conduct experimental research using a
real laboratory from anywhere in the world without having to expose themselves and their families to COVID-19.
Remote labs are not only fundamental for educational purposes during this global crisis, but for the future to come.
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